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Foreword

The Educational Resources Information Center (1110) is a
national information s)stem de% eloped b) the U.S Office of Educa-
tion and now sponsored b) the National Institute of Education. It
pro% ides read) access to descriptions of exemplar) programs.
research and de. elopment efforts. and related information useful in
(lex eloping more effectic e educational programs.

Through its net ork of specialized centers or clearinghouses.
each of w hich is responsible for a particular educational area. ERIC
acquires, ecaluates, abstracts. indexes. and lists current significant
information in its reference publications.

The ERIC: s) stein has alread) made al. ailable through the ERIC
Document Reproduction Sen. icemuch informatix e data. in-
cluding all federally funded research reports since 1956. I however, if
the findings of specific educational research are to be intelligible to
teachers and applicable to teaching. considerable bodies of data
must be reecaluated, focused. translated, and molded into an essen-
tiall) different context. Rather than resting at the point of making
research reports wadi') accessible. NIE has directed the separate
ERIC Clearinghouses to commission from recognized authorities
information anal) sis papers in specific areas.

In addition, as cc ith all federal educational information efforts,
ERIC has as one of its primarx goals bridging the gap between
educational them) and actual classroom practices. One method of
schie%ing that goal is the dex elopment b) the ERIC Clearinghouse
on Reading and Communication Skills (ERIC/RCS) of a series of
sharpl) focused booklets 1, used on concrete educational needs. Each
booklet pros idles teache .ith the best educational them) and/or
research on a limited topic. It also presents descriptions of lassromn
actic ities hick are related to the described them) and assists the
teacher in putting this theory into practice.

This idea is not unique. Nor is the series title: Theory Into Practice
(TIP). Sex eral educational journals and man) commercial textbooks
pro% ide teachers cc ith similar aids. The ERIC:111GS booklets are un-
usual in their sharp focus on an educational need and their blend of
sound academic them-, ith tested classroom practices. Amid they
ha. e been dex eloped because of the increasing requests from
teachers to provide this kind of service.

Topics for these booklets arc recommended h) the ERIC/RCS
National Ack isor) Committee. Suggestions for topic's to be con-
sidered in the Committee should he directed to the Clearinghouse.

Bernard O'Donnell
Director. ERIC/RCS
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Drama is almost anything that gets kids up off their passive
fannies and engages them actively in working out ways to
express their own feelings, responses, perceptions, at-
titudes, and ideas.

James Hoetker, "Drama in the English .Class"

Drama . . . is a way of education in the fullest sense; it is a
way of living and, as such, aids rather than interferes with
other study and achievement.

Brian Way, Development through Drama

I would like to argue . . . that drama and speech are central
to a language curriculum, not peripheral. They are the base
and essence, not specialities. I sec drama as the matrix of all
language activities, subsuming sptech and engendering the
varieties of writing and reading.

James Moffett, Drama.' What is Happening
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Theory

To judge from the pi oininence it has assumed in recent
professional books ,ind journals, on the programs at professional
meetings, and in publishers' displays, creative drama has become a
major topic of interest among langu.,,,e arts teachers. I think this is a
good thing, but it will not be my concern here to dwell on why I
think it is a good thing or to try to explain why drama is currently
attract.ng so much attention. Both has e been done ss ell elsewhere.

Suffice it to sa\ that I strong!) belies e that drama should be a
central. indispensable actis it) not onl) in language arts programs in
the schools. but in college and inns ersity programs preparing
teachers of language arts and reading. We are, of course, a long way
from that state ,n affairs. primarily because drama represents such a
radical departure from the time-honored (or dishonored) practices
of English and language arts teachers. Drama, for example,
drasticall) alters teacher and pupil roles, introducing a completely
new set of rules for, to use Arno Bellack's term, "the language game
of teaching.- it is noncom: netitive, it is unconcerned with correct
411M% en, it encourages imagination and ins ention and devalues
memorization and intellection, it deals ss ith the present, rather than
the past; and so on. Ver) fess teachers has e had opportunities for
the w orkshop and theater experiences that w ould enable them t
shift comfortably to play ing the teaching game according to this
new set of rules. Fess teacher trainers, similar!), has e had the ex-
perience to help their students prepare for handling a dramatic
pedagogy.

The teacher or professor who 55 isbes to try out drama, because
descriptions of its 5 irtues are cons hieing or simpl) because it is new
and fashionable, Illa go into his classroom armed with what he has
learned from a few books or articles or picked up in a couple of

ork shops at a cons ention or in-sers ice program. And he ma) short-
!) find himself w ith an excitedor at least interestedclass and
with no answer to the desperate question, "What do I do next?" Un-
derstandabl) . he w ill be sorel) tempted to retreat behind the desk
and the textbook and pull the 55. rIII cloak of authority around his
shoulders. (-Drama? Yeah, w ell. I tried it but the kids didn't re-
spond.")
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2 THEATER GAMES

But that does not !let essarth has e to happen. There are resources
a( ailable that arc net and detailed C1101101 to .01 teacher to
learn drama b dome; it. One of the purposes of this booklet is to
introduce the reader to w hat I has e found to he one of the s er best
of these resources, m the hope ()I eift(mraging the use of drama
ss hile at the same time reduciim the number of aborts e attempts at
it

A second purpose of the paper. ss hich I ss .nut to dispose of first, is
mole general. It has to (I() ss ith distinguishing t.), pes of drama that
are suitable for classroom use b lantmagx arts teacher from those
that are unsuitable. To a huge extent. the distinctions are based on
theories and motis es, rather than (111 specific practices. h r it is n-
doubtedly true that all uninformed person entering a hall w here a
woup is eimatted is dramatic ss ork ss arm-up exercises, role-
pla gain's, pantomimes. sensors awareness e ercism scene intn-
pros isations, or ss Ihat5 er ss ill often has e a hard time deciding
(5 tether w hat is hppenine: goes b the name of erratic e dramatics
or role play ing sensiti it -traimmt or the Stanisla ski Method or
so( iodrama or b one of se( eral do/en other names applied to
( aims dramatic approaches to training,. therapy , or personal
des elopent.

This is hardly surprising. All forms of drama share common
historical roots. most drama leaders share common assumptions
about human manic troughl Rousseau% 1.111 ones, and the different
schools of drama are constantl borrow ing, .from and cross-
fertili/inc; one another. Still, there are basic. differences that are
pedzmoLticall of the utmost importance.

Most vital is the distinctionalbeit a rough-hewn onebetween ap-
proaches to drama that are objective and priNatistic and those that
are mentalistic (or even n stical) and revelatory. Theorists and
teachers of the former persuasion are concerned with enlarging and
refining the student's behavioral repertory by teaching him
something that can best be taught through dramatic experiences, for
instance, the cons entions of the theater itself. They are, like their
arch-foes the betas loral ps chologists, interested onl in what the
student does, and not at all in his thoughts or feelings or moth,es for
doing it Such teachers ma in fact. actin el) discourage students
from talking about ss hat goes on inside their heads. Such talk is just a
distraction. Mho counts is shat one communicates by what one
does.

Theorists and teachers of the latter persuasion, on the other hand,
set out to change the student's character or personality (and hence
his betas ior) by rearranging his ps chic innards. "They ss ork directl!,
toss ard, and I), eans of, the res elation and exposure of the
student's mental life in and to the group.
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THEORY 3

Teachers of both persuasions. it should he made clear, share the
belief that realiuthent;c, intuitis e learning is possible only after a
person has been cleansed of inhibitions and preconceptions imposed
on him bs others and maintained bs socialh conditioned un-
conscious defense mechanisms (s ocabulanes differ but the idea's
the same). The objectis e drama teacher, how es er, proceeds on the
assumption that the liberating process is a personal and pris ate one,
the details of w hich are nobod.'s business, except insofar as the are
obsers able in changed behas for The liberating process, these
teachers believe, is an hies itable concomitant of one's seriousls
engaging in soh int; the problems set him bs the dramatic process.
The mentalistic drama teat her, ou the co9trars , sti is es to externalize
the process of discos ers and change and to deal ss ith it directls and
publicly.

To put it another ss as , the objectis e drama teacher is primarils
concerned ss ith substantis e learning and trusts that the process of
learning through drama ss ill has e desirable des elopmental side-
effects. The mentalistic drama teacher res erses these emphases,
concentrating on personal des elopnient goals and trusting that some
important objectis e !earnings ss ill take place along the wa).

It is ins convictioncall it a prejudice, if "ou willthat there is a
erg important place in education for objectis e drama,, but s ers

little place at all for the sorts of mentalistic drama that aspire toss ar(l
therapy or prophs taxis or consciousness-raising. I has e argued this
point at length in an essay on drama in the English class in Alan
Pun es's !!nu Porcupine., Make Lore (Xerox, 1972) and ss ill has e to
content in self here ss ith a dogmatic statement of ms conclusions.

L' dominate!). , it is not alw as s possible to tell how objectis e or
mentalistic a s \ stem of drama is bs the label its practitioners place
on it. Some group-trainers are as o'ojectis e as ans one could wish,

hilt some teachers of creatis e dramatics sincerels belies e the> are
helping to sas e the w orld bs impros mg its children, and so are not at
all disinclined to muck around inside the heads of their little charges.
So let me just sas this and leas e it. No student's inner life is any one
else's business at all, except to the extent that the student free/y
chooses to share it. at a time and under conditions of his or her (mil
choosing and these latter conditions do not appl> in a dramatic,
grimy situation, 55 ith its peculiarl seducti% e and compelling

namic s, This should he a principle to %%Inch all educators sub-
scribe.

It is first of all because of her dedication to this principle that I
has e been attracted to. and has e chosen to recommend, Viola
Spolin's s' stem of theater games as described in Improvisation for
the Theater (Nord's% ('stern Unis ersits Press, 1967). But a second and
equalls important reason for the recommendation is that Spolin's
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4 THEATER GAMES

presentation of her s) stem is more thorough, more complete,
clearer, better organized, and more practically follow-able than an
other presentation w ith hie!) I am familiar. I know people who
have built careers in professional children's theater on the system in
Spolin's hook, without ex er meeting its author. It should serve equal -
1 well to get teachers enough into drama to learn how to use it in the
classroom.

Improvisation for the Theater sets out a structured sequence of
dramatic exercises and at:fix itiestheater gamesdesigned to
prepare students of an age to act on the stage. The s) stem had its
origins in the author's w ork w ith childreu's games iu Chicago
settlenient houses and has reached its fullest artistic dex elopment in
the improx isational theater «impanies directed b her son. Paul Sills.
Although Spo(in did not design her s) stmt for use in classrooms.
apparentl , during the process of its de% elopment had little interest in
the applications of her games to teaching in formal classroom
settings. there has been an increasingl w idespread use of theater
ginnes techniques in schools. particularl in California. w here the
State Board of Education has recommended their use and w here a
Spoilt' Theater Caine Center is engaged in teacher-training (see
Additional Sources and References).

Teachers should w elcome Spolin's book because it is explieitl an
instructional s. stein. as opposed to a book "about'' educational
drama. English teachers NI10111(1 1111d it especiall congenial ano
adaptable to their needs because. as a s stem intended to teach the art
of theater, it is concerned at NOM(' !Mint XX ith almost ex er thing
traditionall included in the English curriculum.

The greater part of the book is de% oted to desci iptions of omit 1220
theater games, arranged in order of complexit or difficult and
arionsl cross-referent ed. A (lest ription of one lather simple game

follows. the format is the t pical one, the practical usefulness of
which is iininediatel apparent

Gibberish I2 Past Incident (from pages 123 and 124 of Im-
provisation for the Theater")

Two players.
Players on stage. Using gibberish, A tells B of a past incident (such
as a fight he was in or a trip to the dentist). B then tells A
something that happened to him, also using gibberish.
Point of Concentration: on communication to each other.

Pruals,lon to n laud thi, ti al% 4i11111/thers thrtmstlitffit hooklut .1. gr.( ion.1%
qranted Spoim thrutmli her Lm cr. Samilvl Vlitrdoc
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THEORY 5

Evaluation

Ask A what B told him. Then ask B what A told him. (Neither
player must assume what the other has related, since B's
assumptions will not help A to make the clear communication
necessary for solving the problem.) Ask the audience what was
communicated to them.

Points of Observation

1. To avoid preliminary discussion, the two players should be
picked at random just prior to going on stage.

2. This exercise should be repeated at intervals throughout
training.

3. When this exercise is first played, students will act out (tell)
their incident in great detail. If relating a visit to the dentist's
office, for instance, they will hold their jaw, open their mouth
wide, poke at their teeth, groan, etc. When the exercise is re-
done after months of workshop, however, the integration of
sound and physical expression will be most subtly com-
municated. The players will be able to communicate the same
events with a shrug of the shoulders or a slight dilation of the
nostrils or a wiggle of the foot. They will be able to show, not
tell.

A first, brief section of Improt isation for the Theater deals ith the
-them) and foundation- of theater games. Spoil!' begins Nc ith the
ideas c hid) I think it is fair to sa\ she shares cc ith «lost other
ad \ OL'at eS Of dramatic peclagog -that children are inherentb e(pial
in their capacit to learn, that the great impediment to learning in
most formal situations is the neglect or suppression of intuition and
spontaneit I-onb c hen a person functions be and a constricted
intellectual plane fisl he ... Nub open fur learning-)and that draNki
is a -way . . to get to intuitic c knowledge...

Improt Lsation fur the Thatet :s intended a.. a "charted course of
actiN it' fol pIocidnig the neee,sar conditions fur intititi e learn-
ing, these conditions ate an eN ironmnt in c filch eperiencing can
take place. a person het. to epei ienee. and an ,ietic it that brings
about spontaneit

The basic patte'u lot these conditions is the game. pla -cc ithin-
agreed-( )11-1 tiles twilit; an cm. it nig and "natural group form pro\ iding
the inc ui ement and personal freedom necessar for eperiencinis-

Point of (:onc entration establishes the goal or objectic e on c hieh
players of an improc 'National gapi are to focus. The structure. or
rules. fur a parttttlar ida int; of a game are gi en b the plan ers
agreing on .1 11 brie (an cue ironment). a 11'llo (the people N ithin the
\fliere). and all hat an aetic it or reason fur being ithin the
11'11(10.
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6 THEATER GAMES

Only the Where and Who and What of a game are to be pre-
phunwd. (Spo1ii s insistence 011 this crucial!) differentiates her
system from most others.) Tlw "plot- or story is to be created
spontaneouslydisco% eredb) the pla) ers as they endeavor
cooperati% el) to solve the r,roblem reach the goalwithqut

iolating the agreed-on rules. Vre-planning of the v ay the game will
go is not to be Ahmed. for the same reasons that the fixing of a ball
game is not to be allow edthe pre-planning %%mild take a%% a) the
elements of spontalwit) and surprise and. thereby . the point of the
whole game.

The moment of spontaneit say s Spolin. is the moment when we
are free to relate and act. in% of ing onrsel% es in the mo% ing, chang-
ing world about us. . . the moment frees us from handed-down
frames of reference. memor) choked with old facts and information
and undigested theories and techniques of other people's finding.-
To make the unniwnt sp possible, all traces of
authoritarianism must be absent from the %% orkshop em ironnwnt.

NI) experience has been that some teaches who try to use Spolins
games in their classrooms ha% e trouble establishing the right sort of
classroom en v iron men t because t he) misunderstand or
0% ergeneralize Spolins remarks about the necessity of eliminating
authoritarianism. And. a closet) related difficult). they do not fully
take ad% antage of the s) stem's power to promote student learning
because the ignore or perhaps 0% errule her insistence that pre-
planning "story - telling and "playa riting- not be permitted in the
course of an improvisational game.

The point of the %% hole s) stem is to make possible spontaneous
learning. Spontaneity and authoritarianism are incompatible. But
the absence of authoritarianism emphatiall) does not mean the
absence of discipline or control. Quite the contrar), in fact: dis-
cipline of a %er) rigorous sort is as neessar) to play ing an im-
pro isational game as it is to pia) ing am other game. The teacher
cannot allow a play er to sabotage a game b) ignoring the rules or
refusing to play his position. Like a coach. he must insist that each
play er pla) the game serious!) or not pia) it at all. Be) and this.
howe% er. if the s) stem is to %% ork. self-disci! )line. a willing accep-
tance of the problem -to -be -soled and 11, any one's position of
pow er or force of personality 11111st compel attention to the work at
hand.

"Authoritarianism [ is] imposing one 0%% n experiences. one's 0%%
frame of reference. and beha% for patterns ilium another: it is the
-denial of self-experience to another.- The teacher ho withdraws
his own authorit) but mistaken!) accepts the clog nisi or egocentric
belay ior Of a student is simpl) alloy ing the stndentillegitimatel) to
substitute his own authoritarianism for the teachers.

11



THEORY 7

Teachers also sometimes find it hard to mulerstand Spo lin', in-
sistence that authoritarianism can take the form of appro% al and
helpful comments and suggestions. Judimwnts Of any sort create
competitiveness. And competition gi% es rise to ehibitionisnt at the
one etreme and frustrated %% ithdra.% al at the other, thus inhibiting
the spontaneit the %% hole approach tries to foster. teacher's well-
meant suggestions and eamples, about, sa , the content Of an iml-
pro% isation are sinsilarl inhibiting, in that the represent the imposi-
tion of one person's frame of reference on ,n Teachers are, f)
nature and training, great gi% tbrN of ads ice and eplainers, but these
beha% fors are countt rproducti% e in a drama %% orkshop and must be
suppressed.

The place of language in a theater games %% orkshop is deliberatel
er restricted. Spolin's insistence on the non% erbal nature of her

s stem is e pressed in her use of r?, term "ph) sicalization" to
des( ripe the %%a the material is presented to students. I ler stress on
the objecti% °kyr% able is (and this has been noted before, but it
is of the nast basic importance) positi% el eim% ioristic: "Show,
don't tell!" TM, teacher shouhl be not at all concerned about the
beliefs or feelings of the student-actor.

We should be interested only in his direct physical communication;
his feelings are personal to him.... (Be] assured that insisting
upon this objective (physical) relationship with the art form brings
clearer sight and greater vitality to the student-actors. For the
energy bound up in the fear of exposure is freed (and no mure
secre' ie) as the student intuitively comes to realize no one is peep-
ing at his private life and no one cares where he buried the body. (p.
16)

Spolin.s con% idiom are translated into %% orkshop practice b (1'
presenting each game as a problem to be sots ed, (2) identi6 mg for
each problem a Point of Concentration: (3) keeping the players'
tb tbs on the ball- during the game b side-coaching, and 1.1)

e% :dilating in group discussion, after the problem has bet n sok ed,
the process of its solution, and calling to the group's attention certain
crucial "points of obser% Mimi.- All these elements are present io the
description of the folk) ing rather ad% awed game.

Give and Take (from pages 230-231 of Improvisation for the
Theater)

Two or more players (two preferred).

Where, Who, What, time, weather, etc., agreed upon. Scene is
played. Side coaching is used throughout scene. As the teacher-
director calls out to the players, they are to respond accordingly.

Side Coaching. Give! Take! Give and take!

12



8 THEATER GAMES

Point of Concentration: to be attentive to the side coaching and
give the total focus to the other player, or take focus from him, or
give and take where required.
Evaluation

To actors: Did you feel a rise in energy when directed? Did the
problem (material in the scene) between you become more in-
tense?

To audience: Were the human relations sharper? Did tension in
terms of the scene appear? Were character traits developed? Did
the scene maintain a complete improvisational development?
(Scene-building must come through immediate involvement and
not through outside plot or story:)

To total group: did you experience true improvisation?
Points of Observation

1. Some players keep abruptly changing character tone
throughout this exercise and become more permissive on give
and very aggressive on take. This is not necessary for solving
the basic structure, since all we are after is giving the focus or
intensity to each other and taking the focus from each other.
Therefore it should be noted whether or not the expression of
emotion shown grew out of the problem or merely was stuck
on the scene at the moment of give and take. However, any
emotional changes that come about genuinely through the
give and take should be discussed, since physical intensity
will produce emotional changes in a character. In fact, this
exercise often produces strong character traits as a result of
intensity with focus on each other.

2 If actors still appear isolated or are still using outside devices
to move scenesif they show little stage energythen the
teacher has given this problem too early.

Spo lin's comments on the four ket elements of her st stemand a
fm of her "Reminders and Pointers" about %% orkshop procedure
desen e brief attention here, before %%e MO% eon to the presentation
of additional examples of theater games.

Problem-solving. -In its simplest terms [the st stem consists of]
gait ing problems to solve problems.- This approac "does aN% at with
the need for the teacher to analt ze, intellectualize, direct a student's

ork." "Mutual in oh ement ith the problem instead of each other
frees the air of personalities. judgment %alues, lees iminations, faw u-
ing. etc." The teachei's responsibilitt is to diagnose w hat the
students need and bring in fresh acting pi oblems to sok e their dif-
ficulties.



THEORY 9

Point of Concentration. "The Point of Concentration is the focal
point of the system... , it does the work for the student. It is the 'ball'
with which all pla the game." The Point of Concentration has four
uses: it isolates segments of complex problems; it gives control to
creativity in improvisation; it pros ides a common focus for all the
players trying to solve a problem; it frees the student for spon-
taneous action.

Resistance to the Point of Concentrationavoidance of the
problemmakes improvisation impossible and creates discipline
problems. Resistance is shown most commonly in clowning, verbal
wit, jokes. and what Spolin calls "playwriting." the authoritarian
imposing of one student's own plot-ideas or frame of reference on
the group. Nlan teachers I hose observed tend mistakenly to en-
courage cleverness and the creation of "well-made" plots and punch
lines, perhaps due to their importing inappropriate "literary" values
into the workshop situation. But playwritinglike pre-planning-7
subverts the whole purpose of the game, which is to make intuitive
!earnings possible; the teacher must discourage it.

Side Coaching. This is Spolin's method for, among other things,
discouraging playwriting and keeping the students' attention to the
Point of Concentration. The teacher, during the course of the im-
provisation, will simply tell the students what she perceives they
need to be told. ("You just walked through a table!" "No.
playwritingr "Stay with the problem!") The student is to listen to
the teacher's voice but pay no attention to itheed, but not
acknowledge. Side-coaching is not easy for a teacher to learn;
despite the usefulness of the side-coaching suggestions given in most
of Spolin's exercises, the most effective side-coaching, like all good
improvisation, is spontaneous. The student, too, who has been well-
trained to show he is paying attention when the teacher speaks, will
have some difficulty learning how to keep on going while
acknow !edging in his behavior that he has understood the side-
coaching.

Evaluation. Spolin's system shares with most other systems of
drama au emphasis on the importance of discussion and evaluation
after au improvisation has been completed. The es aluation session
has a number of functiOns iu Spolin's system; one of the most impor-
tant functions is to reinforce the student's awareness that he need
has e no fear of judgments being made on him, since the stress is on
objectis it , on reporting what one has seen or had communicated to
hint. The student audience (and the teacher. too) "are there to
es aluate the acting problem presented and not a performance of a
scene". assumptions and interpretations of any sort are out of place.
This point of iew, again, seems difficult for man teachers to
assume. so deepl ingrained is their allegiance to formal literary or
theatrical values.



10 THEATER GAMES

The games that follm% should help to make all these terms clearer.
Reminders and Pointers. Spoliti includes 96 of these. of .ar

decree, of generalit) and importance. and in no particular order. on
pages 36 thiough 46 of Improt i.sation for the Theater. The folltm int;
are among the most important for our present purposes.

2. Interpretation and assumption keep the player from direct
communication. This is why we say show, don't tell. Telling
is verbally or in some other indirect way indicating what one
is doing. This then puts the work upon the audience or the
fellow actor, and the student learns nothing. Showing
means direct contact and direct communication. It does not
mean passively pointing to something.

10. If during workshop sessions students become restless and
static in their work, it is a danger sign. Refreshment and a
new focus is needed. End the problem immediately and use
some simple warm-up (object) exercise or game. Skip
around the handbook and use anything that will keep up the
vitality level of the group. Just be careful not to use any ad-
vanced exercises until the group is ready for them. Be cer-
tain that Orientation and Where exercises are given
students in the beginning work, however. This is as true for
the professional company as it is for the lay actor and new-
comer to the theater.

19, The teacher-director must be careful to always stay with the
POC (Point of Concentration). The tendency to discuss
character, scene, etc., critically and psychologically is often
difficult to stop. The POC keeps both the teacher and the
student from wandering too far afield.
"Did he solve the problem?"
"He was good."
"But did he solve the problem?"

25. Watch for excessive activity in early sessions of workshop;
discourage all performing, all cleverness. Students with
previous training, natural leadership, or special talent will
often ignore the POC just as the fearful one will resist it.
Keep everyone's attention focused on the problem at all
times. This discipline will bring the timid ones to fuller
awareness and channel the freer ones towards greater per-
sonal development.

33. Warm-ups should be used before, during, and after
workshop sessions when necessary. They are brief acting
exercises that refresh the student as well as catering to par-
ticular needs as seen by the teacher-director during each
session.

.1 5
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36. The teacher-director must learn to know when the student-
actor is actually experiencing, or little will be gained by the
acting problems. Ask him!

57. Some students find it very difficult to keep from "writing a
play." They remain separate from the group and never in-
terrelate. Their withdrawal blocks progress during the
group-planning sessions and while working onstage. They
do not enter into relationships but manipulate their fellow
students and the stage environment for their own purposes.
This "playwriting" within the group violates the group
agreement, prevents process with the other players, and
keeps the user from achieving an expanding creative ex-
perience of his own. Playwriting is not scene improvisation.
Scene improvisation can only evolve out of group agreement
and playing. If playwriting continues as the session
progresses, the players do not understand the POC.
Sometimes a whole group, not understanding this point, will
all be playwriting.

81. It takes courage to move out into the new, the unknown.

1u



Practice

A number of typical theatre games are described in the following
pages. so that the reader may get a clearer idea of their nature and
range and their possible uses. The games are arranged in three sec-
tions: Orientation Games. Improvisational Games. and Classroom
Application. (Spo lin's categorizations of her games are too complex
to be fairly represented in a few pages. She, for instance, groups
gains S under such headings as Acting vith the %Vito le Body. Non -
Directional Blocking, De) doping Materials for Situations. Emotion,
and so on.)

tub some of the games along a ith Spo lin's comments on
themare reproduced erbatim. To sa e space, some of the
descriptions .ire ,ibbre) fated or paraphrased. Some of the games are
borrowed or adapted from other writers. And a few go beyond or
outside of Spolin's concerns to shim him one ma) build out from
her system.

Orientation Games

Orientation is not to be looked upon as a mere introductory or "get-
ting acquainted" process. It is, instead, the first step in creating
reality set before the student-actor; and, as such, it has significant
value for the beginner. Indeed, student-actors who do not receive a
proper Orientation are generally much slower to grasp the subse-
quent acting problems. (Improvisation for the Theater, page 49)

Among the functions serx ed b) the orientation sessions are these:
the establish the problem -s(k ing approach and Enniliarize the stu-
dent ith Point of Concentration: the establish group agreement
and the necessit of cooper:al% e problem-sok ing: the) begin to
break the student's dependenc) on the teacher ,ind the establish II
%%nking vocabulary bet)) een teacher and students.

Exposure (This is the very beginning of the group activity in
Spolin's system. It is crucial. The following is from pages 51-53 of
Improvisation for the Theater.)

Divide the total group into halves. Send one half to stand in a
single line across the stage, while the other remains in the
audience. Each groupaudience and on stageis to observe the
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PRACTICE 13

other. Coach: "You look at us. Well look at you." Those on stage
will soon become uncomfortable. Some will giggle and shift from
foot to foot; others will freeze in position or try to appear non-
chalant. If the audience starts to laugh, stop them. Just keep
coaching: "You look at us. Well look at you."

When each person on stage has shown some degree of discom-
fort, give the group that is standing a task to accomplish. Counting
is a useful activity, since it requires focus. Tell them to count the
floorboards or the seats in the auditorium. They are to keep count-
ing until you tell them to stop, even if they have to count the same
things over. Keep them counting until their discomfort is gone and
they show bodily relaxation. . . .

When the initial discomfort has disappeared and they have
become absorbed in what they are doing, reverse the groups: the
audience is now on stage, and the actors have become the
audience. Handle the second group just as you did the first. Do not
tell them that you will give them anything to do. The direction to
count (or whatever is useful) should be given only after they too
have become uncomfortable.

Exposure Group Evaluation

When both groups have been on stage, instruct all the students
to return to the audience. Now question the whole group about
the experience they have just had. Be careful not to put words into
their mouths. Let them discover for themselves how they felt. Dis-
cuss each part of the exercise separately.

How did you feel when you were first standing on stage?
There will be few answers at first. Some might say, "I felt self -

conscious. "'.. Such answers are generalities which indicate the
student's resistance to the exposure he has just experienced. Try
to break down the resistance. For instance, ask the audience:

How did the actors look when they first stood on stage?
The members of the audience will be quick to respond, since

they will readily forget that they also were "the actors"
themselves. . . .

Encourage the actors to describe their physical responses to
their first experience on stage. It is far easier for them to say . . .

"I felt out of breath" . . . than it is to admit "I was afraid." But
you may not get even this physical description until you ask direct-
ly:

How did your stomach feel?
When these physical descriptions are flowing freely, then allow

all the students to speak up in as much detail as they wish.... As
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14 THEATER GAMES

(the students'] concern about self-exposure subsides, they will
speak about their muscular tensions almost with relief. There will
always be a few who will remain resistant; but they will be in-
fluenced by the group's freedom in time and should not be singled
out at the beginning.

Keep the discussion brief and on a group level. Steer them away
from emotional responses. . . . If a student says, "I felt self-
conscious," just reply: "I don't know what you meanhow did
your shoulders feel?"

When the first part of the exercise has been fully discussed,
then move on to the second part.

How did you feel when you were counting the boards?
Be careful not to refer to it as "when you had something to do."

Let this realization come to each student in his own way. . . .

What about the fluttering in your stomach?
What happened to your watery eyes?...

The answer will be, "It went away"; and why it went away will
soon become evident: "Because I had something to do."

And it is this "something to do" ... that we call the actor's
Point of Concentration. Quickly explain to your students that
counting the boards (their "something to do") will be replaced by a
different acting problem each time they do an exercise; and that
this acting problem, this something-to-do, will be called their
Point of Concentration.

The following exercises are just a sampling of the large number of
sensor aw areness games intended to establish the student's physical
or sensory involvement with objects.

Feeling Self with Self (from page 56 of Improvisation for the
Theater)

Group remains seated in audience [or on floor].
Beginning with the bottoms of their feet, they are to feel what is

against their bodies at each point. The feet feel the stockings, the
shoes, and the floor beneath them; the legs feel the slacks or the
stockings; the waist feels the belt; the finger feels the ring; . . .

etc.

Point of Concentration: on feeling self with self.

Side Coaching: Feel self with self! Feel the feet in your
shoes! . . . Feel the atmosphere around you! Reach out into the
space! . . .

19



PRACTICE 15

Points of Observation

1. Warn the students not to touch the parts with their hands but
to feel with the various parts of their bodies.

2. Coach continuously throughout the exercise.
3. "Feeling" homework: Tell the students to take a moment each

day to feel themselves pushing through the atmosphere while
walking. Tell them to reach out into the atmosphere with the
surface of their body. . . .

Listening to the Environment (from page 55 of Improvisation for
the Theater)

All are to sit quietly for one minute (perhaps with eyes shut) and
listen to the sounds of the immediate environment. They then
compare the sounds they heard....
Point of Concentration: on hearing the sounds around them.
Point of Observation

Assign this exercise as homework, to be done a few minutes each
day.

Mirror Exercise #1 (from pages 60 -61 of Improvisation for the
Theater)

Two players (the whole group may play in pairs].
A faces B. A is the mirror, and B initiates all movement. A

reflects all B's activities and facial expressions. While looking into
the mirror, B takes a simple activity such as washing or dressing.
After a time, reverse the roles.. . .

Point of Concentration. exact mirror reflections of the initiator's
movements, from head to foot.

Side Coaching: Follow the movements exactly! Keep your actions
exa, t! Be a mirror!

Points of Observation

This exercise can give you a quick index into each student's
natural sense of play, clowning, inventiveness, ability to create
tension, and timing. Look for:

In A 1. body alertness
(mirror) 2. accuracy of observation (attentiveness)

3. ability to stay with B and not make assumptions
[ about what B will do next) ...

4. ability to provide true reflection ...
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16 THEATER GAMES

In B 1. inventiveness ...
(initiator 2. exhibitionism (does he joke to get audience
of activity) laughing?)

3. humor (does he "fool" the mirror and alter ac-
tions?)

4. variation (does he, without coaching, change
movement rhythms?)

Have student-actors use this exercise without telling their
audience which one of the two is the mirror. This effort to con-
found the audience demands a heightened concentration and
produces a more intense involvement with the problem and each
other. This is an early step in breaking down the walls between
actor and actor and actor and audience.

Disobeying Hands [This is not one of Spolin's exercises; it is
paraphrased from Sonia Moore's Training an Actor (Viking Press,
1968, page 6), a book on the Stanislayski Method. It is used very
early to train students in concentration. And it is a dandytry it
yourself.]

Extend your right arm forward at shoulder height. Then move it
straight up, then out to the side, then doWn at your side, then
forward again. Do the same with your left armbut one beat
later. When your right arm goes up, your left comes forward;
when the right goes to the side, the left goes up; and so on.

When that is mastered, do the exercise while walking around
the room.

Heavy [This is sort of a combination of Spolin's "random walk"
exercise (page 221) and one of Richard de Mille's "children's i-
magination games" from Put Your Mother on the Ceiling (Viking
Press, 1973, pages 154-156). It is an excellent game fc r loosening
up a group, though perhaps Spolin herself might not strictly ap-
prove of it.)

Procedure
Start the students walking around the room or stage, each "in

his own orbit." After a while, begin the side coaching, as below,
leaving plenty of time between commands. Most students will
soon fall into pantomiming the suggested actions (though they do
not have to); some will begin to "grunt and sweat," some will
begin to work together, with or without verbal interplay. Everyone
will be a little bewildered at the first, very involved by the end
Side Coaching: Let's imagine you are walking down the street./
There's a penny on the ground. Lean down and pick up the pen-
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PRACTICE 17

ny./ Throw it over your shoulder./ Pick up a baseball. Throw it
over your shoulder./ Pick up a watermelon and throw it over your
shoulder./ Hear it smash on the street./ Look back at the mess./
Now pick up that suitcase and throw it over your shoulder./ Pick
up the horse there at the curb./ Throw it over your shoulder./ Pick
up that Cadillac./ Throw it over your shoulder./ Careful! You
almost hit someone with the Cadillac!/ Pick up that bus and throw
it over your shoulder./

Walk up to the front door of the bank building. It's ten stories
tall./ Look up at it./ Grab the handles on the bank building's front
door./ Pick up the whole building by the handles./ Throw it over
your shoulder./ What a racket!/ It was about to be torn down
anyway./

Now there's a little dog./ Try to pick him up./ Have him be too
heavy to pick up./ Have two people try to pick up the dog./ Still too
heavy./ Have a big piece of machinery try to pick up the dog, but
have the dog too heavy./ Now, you pick up the dog./ Have him
kiss you./

Now pick up a politician with your left hand./ Walk around with
him over your head./ Have him start to give a speech./ Watch him
float off into the sky like a balloon./ Wave goodbye to him./

What would you like to pick up now? All right, do it./ What
now?/ All right.

Stop now./ What was the name of this game?
Points of Observation

As in many orientation games, there is in this one no distinction
between actor and audience, making the whole situation less
threatening and making it likelier that the student will let himself
go. It will also give you a chance to observe who is hung up on
literalism ("I can't pick up a car"), who is particularly inventive,
and who is given excessively to clowning. Unlike almost all the
other games described here, this one, because of the elements of
surprise and "story" in it, can be used only once.

How Old Am 1? (This is a variation on a game to be found on
pages 68-69 of Spolin's book. The wording is Alan Engelsman's,
from James Hoetker and Alan Engelsman, Drama (A Scholastic
Literature Unit, Scholastic Book Services, 1973, page 35). l

Procedure

Prepare in advance a box with 30 to 40 slips of paper, each with
a specific age written on it. The ages should cover the range from
about 6 to 90 (with the teens omitted if you are dealing with
secondary school students). Ask for four volunteers to pick out a
slip of paper and then sit on a bench in front of the rest of the

GL



18 THEATER GAMES

class. Each volunteer is to concentrate on being the age on the
slip he has drawn. Provide constant side coaching Afterwards, let
the spectators guess the age of the performers Repeat the
process with additional volunteers....
Side Coaching. You are waiting at a bus stop Know how old you
are. Concentrate on your age. Feel your age in your legs. In your
calves and thighs. Feel how the blood moves through your body at
your age. Feel the age in your shoulders. In your arms, hands,
fingertips. Think of how a person your age breathes. Feel the age
in your neck. The bus is late, how does a person your age feel
about its being late? Feel the age in your eyes. .. The bus is a
block and a half away Get out your change as a person your age
would. It's a half block away. Here it is. Stand up and get on the
bus.

(Similarly, a game might set the problem of communicating oc-
cupations rather than ages. Or, more demandingly, of com-
municating both age and occupation at once In any case, at this
stage. the game would not allow dialogue, though you might try
allowing the players to use gibberish When the audience has
guessed the player's age, occupation. etc.. ask, "How did you
know?" "What did you see that communicated the information?")

The sampling of orientation or w arnin exercises might extend to
ten times the number of pages I has e to w ork ith and still w onld
not fairl represent the number .lid range of such games as ailable.
In am case. shortl after a teacher begins w orking a ith drama, he
w ill begin to make his own ariations On games he has learned from
books and workshops and to in% eat his Own games. I hope the
sampling alms bets the reader's appetite to learn more and gives
the reader an idea of the sorts of experiences that should precede
attempts at scene impros isation. Sinrilurh the sampling of in).-
pros isational games hi the next section is illustrative only. but it
should gis v an idea of the sorts of experiences that should precede
attempts to ss ork from scripts or to adapt stories, poems, etc., to
dramatic form.

Improvisational Games
Who Game (from page 109 of Improvisation for the Theater)

Two players.
A seated on stage. B enters. B has pre-planned definite

character relationship with A but has not told him what it is. By
the way B relates to A, A must discover Who he (A) is. When
players have finished, reverse the scene, with B on stage and A
choosing relationship.
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PRACTICE 19

Point of Concentration. to communicate relationship (Who)
without telling a story; to find out Who you are (A); to show Who,
the relationship (B).

Example: A (girl) is seated on bench. B (girl) enters. B: "Hello, dar-
ling. How are you?" B starts fussing over A's hair. She then walks
around A, looking her over most critically. B asks A to stand up. A
does so. B turns her around, making clicking sounds. B: "You look
beautiful, darling; just beautiful!" B then puts her arms around A
with great tenderness and rocks her back and forth. She stops,
wipes a tear away, then hurriedly gets busy fussing with A again.
She handles what looks like yards and yards of a bouffant
skirt. . . . When A knows she is the daughter and this is in
preparation for her wedding, she enters into the relationship.
Evaluation

Did B show the relationship or tell?
Points of Observation

1. This is one of the early steps in the direct handling of
character relationship and should be repeated throughout the
training period. . . .

2. The exercise can end the moment the problem is solved
when the relationship is knownor can continue. Sometimes
an interesting ii'volvement takes place and much can be
gained by continuing.

Who's Knocking (Paraphrased from page 110 of Improvisation for
the Theater)

One player is out of audience's sight (outside the room, behind
a portable blackboard, etc.). The player is to have preplanned a
Who, Where, and What. He is to knock on the door or blackboard
in such a way as to communicate as much of this information to
the audience as possible.

This game is an excellent stimulus for a writing assignment. Let
each student decide for himself who is knocking, why, when,
where, and so on, and then write a brief description of the cir-
cumstances. Share the impressions by reading them aloud; com-
pare them with one another and with the actor's intentions.

Relating Character to Objects (The nett two improvisation
games are adapted from page 22 of the Course Guide of the
Secondary School Theatre Conference of the American
Educational Theatre Association (Revised Edition, AETA, 1968).]
(A) Bring to class a nondescript object such as a stuffed sack, a
piece of wood, a rolled-up old shirt. Relate to the object as if it
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20 THEATER GAMES

were, say, a pet animal, a small baby, an heirloom of great value,
or a very delicate piece of crockery. A character and a setting
should evolve from the relatio:iship.

Questions for the Audience

1. Can you identify the object easily?

2. Does a character evolve because of the actor-object
relationship? Describe the character.

3. Describe the setting in which you see the character and the
object.

(B) Bring to class an unusual objectone that has a distinctive
character. An odd hat, for instance, a crowbar, a rubber duck, a
piece of souvenir junk, an out-of-the-ordinary kitchen utensil. Us-
ing the object as your motivation, create a character, a place, and
a reason for being there (Spo lin's Who, Where, and What).

Questions for the Audience

1. Are the character and place clearly established?

2. As a result of relating the prop and a character, does
something happen?

Wandering Speech (adapted from page 182 of Improvisation for
the Theater)

Two players.
Where and Who agreed on. One person is delayed from com-

pleting an activity because of the chattiness of the other person,
who keeps talking, changing the subject, and digressing, Reverse
so that both players have a chance at chatty role.
Point of Concentration: to unintentionally digress from completing
the desired activity through random speech.
Examples: Who--customer and chatty salesman. Where
department store. Whatcustomer wants to buy present for wife
(or husband) and has much more shopping to do. Customer in a
hurry, salesperson keeps talking.

Points of Observation

1. Hostility is not part of this exercise. The chatty person is not
deliberately setting up an obstacle; the digressions are inno-
cent, friendly ones.

Z. If the Point of Concentration is held, a great deal of humor can
develop. Useful for developing material for scenes.
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(This, obviously. is a pretty demanding gameit would have to
beand in Spolin's book is preceded by a good deal of
developmental work with gibberish and improvised scenes in-
volving speech.)

I want to use most of the space t have left to describe one rather
elaborate application of Spolin's theater games techniques to the
teaching of a piece of literature.

Classroom Application
One fairly elaborate, detailed example seems better here than a

series of brief ones (with which the literature k replete at :my rate).
The rest of this section describes a way of getting a whole class in-
vol ed in Antons's funeral oration from Julius Caesar. The lesson
described is a des elopment from One to be found in Drama:
Shakespeare's "Julius Caesar' by Alan Engelsman and myself (A
Scholastic Literature t 'nit. Scholastic Book Services, 197:3).

A mob scene such as this one is in some was.s the ideal vehicle by
weans of which to move from impros ised drama into scripted
drama or drah.atizations from literature. Sus. :.ere is invariably
exciting: es eryone can take part and do someth.ag important and
creative. With es er one inols ed. there will he no audience to
create anxieq. The script or story pros ides the object and the Point
of Concentration. Spolin and 11.:q each have some helpful remarks
on orchestrating cool, scenes :nal using them kee Improvisation for
the Theater, pages 166.167, 2;39, and elsewhere: Development
through Drama. pages 13-1-137. 282. and ekes% here). The following
lesson borrows from both sources.

Antony's Funeral Oration
The class has had some small experience with theater games,

will be familiar with the whole story of Julius Caesar, and will
already have worked dramatically with several scenes. A special
prompt script has been prepared containing some additional stage
directions and "ad lihs" for the four citizens who voice the mob's
reactions to Brutus and Antony. These additions are to provide
students with guidarce toward creating the sorts of supplemen-
tary dialogue that a playwright trusts his actors to develop. (Spolin
remarks on page 167 of her book: The director .. . should never
have individuals in mobs make incoherent sounds. They should all
speak and shout full meaningful remarks.")

The class is divided into four groups of about the same size.
Each group lines up in a file, everyone facing the teacher. The first
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22 THEATER GAMES

student in each file is the leaderthese four will later play the
roles of the four citizens. The students first are asked to sound off
("One," "Two," "Three," and so on down the lines), each person
turning. establishing eye contact with the person behind him, and
speaking out his number loud and clear. (The purpose of this and
the immediately following exercises is simply to get each of the
four groups used to working together and in the properly playful-
but-purposeful frame of mind.)

The students are then asked to pass back a number in the same
wayeye-contact, loud and clear delivery. When the last person
in a file has spoken the number, everyone else in his group shouts
it out together. This may be done as a contest, to see which group
can get the number down the line fastest.

Then take another number, pass it down the line in the same
way but with an emotion added. Say something like: "Take 236.
You are overjoyed about 236. Deliriously happy Pass 236 down
the line with that emotion in your voice." This is done several
times, with sPverai contrasting emotions and different numbers.
For variety, the names of the emotions themselves may be sub-
stituted for numbers. for example, "Pass 'sadly' down the line
sadly."

Next involve the students in ad-libbing in gibberish. Have the
four groups separate, each student finding a partner from within
his group (groups of three are all right, if there are uneven
numbers). Ask each student to decide how his name would be
pronounced backwards. Have each student introduce himself to
his partner by his backwards name. Each pair should then begin a
gibberish conversation that will slowly evolve into a heated argu-
ment. At signals from you, pairs of students will join in groups of
four, then six, and so on until each of the four groups is engaged
in a gibberish argument within itself. Side coach "Keep the talk
going! Don't let it lag! Don't wait fur the other person to stop talk-
ing! Shout right over him! Make him hear you!"

Stop this abruptly, while excitement and noise are still on the
upgrade. Bring the four groups back facing you, but still separate
from one another. Announce that the students are delegates to an
Interplanetary Political Convention where the official language is
Martian (i.e., gibberish).

Assign each of the four groups an attitude to be held toward
you, the next speaker at the convention. (Two might be hostile, for
instance, one supportive, one changeable.) The members of each
group are to take their cues from their leader, verbally and
physically echoing and elaborating on his remarks. Since it's all in
gibberish it will be each leader's feeling-tone that his group will
be reinforcing.
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PRACTICE 23

Begin to speak, yell, harangue; be as emotional as possible; ad-
dress the groups separately, encourage your supporters to react
to your opponents. It is remarkable how really involved and ex-
cited this game can get people (and how good it makes them feel,
afterwards). If someone volunteers, or if you can identify a student
who has been especially forceful in earlier games, ask that person
to be the next speaker. Repeat, with each group assigned a
different attitude to the speaker.

Everyone should be ready now. Stop and briefly outline the
situation in which Antony's oration takes place and the dramatic
problems it offers. Then give to the four group-leaders only copies
of the four specially prepared scripts.

Note that what is important about the mob's reactions is that
within a relatively short time, in response to Antony's words, they
change from open hostility to passionate support. The Point of
Concentration will be to make this abrupt transition natural and
credible.

Have each group leader take his group aside and rehearse with
them. The leader's job will be to pick up his cues immediately; his
group's job is to pick up at once on their leader's remarks and
movements and reinforce them by repeating his words. rephras-
ing them, encouraging him ("Yeah! Yeah!" "You tell 'em!"). Each
group will have to work particularly hard at avoiding long-delayed
or choral responses.

Call the four groups together and, reading the parts of Brutus
and Antony yourself, run through the scene as far as the part
where the mob demands to hear Caesar's will. Tape record this
first run-through, then play it back and evaluate it. Common dif-
ficulties will be missed or late cues; reluctance to speak while
Antony is speaking; hesitant, artificial, over-enthusiastic
responses; and clowning.

Play through the scene again, from the beginning. Then, when
the crowd is ready, turn over the parts of Brutus and Antony to
students who have been notified earlier, have rehearsed their
parts with you, and have had a chance to observe and/or par-
ticipate in the working up of the mob scene. Have the student-
actors read Brutus's and Antony's parts from copies of the play
that do not have the additions in the special scriptsthis will en-
courage them to work with the mob and will prevent such lapses
as Antony's pausing for a citizen to sneer at or cheer one of his
remarks. Play it through againand againuntil it works. Tape
record each v'rsion and play back the one with which the
students are finally satisfied. You might compare the students'
production with one on a commercial recording of Julius Caesar;
chances are the students will find their own superior,
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24 THEATER GAMES

Discuss, then, what the students have learned about (1) drama
and (2) Antony. The actor playing Antony will almost invariably
testify that he was surprised by his own performance each time
he read the oration, the details of which were in part spontaneous
reactions to the mob's behavior. Everyone will have found that he
has had a great deal of fun and excitement withof all people
Shakespeare.

Rather than end xx ith some sort of formal stimulationA% hick a
brief. tiiscnrsice paper like this one probabl doesn't %%arrant let
me rather present one inure of Spolin's theater games. This game
presents piobleins so) subtle as to be twae be mid solution b actors

ho ha% e not been through the preceding esercises or their
Amts. Let Spolin's expectations that student-actors %%ill be

able to cope V. ith this game stand as testiition to the effecti% cues,
of theater games as a system of instruction.

Physical Irritation (from pages 267-268 of Improvisation for the
Theater)

Two players.

Players portray an encounter where one person is under close
scrutiny by the other and must cover up an embarrassing blemish.

Examples. A is being interviewed for a lob by, or having a business
meeting with. B. A has a spot on his tie, or he has beer on his
breath, etc. . . .

Point of Concentration. concealing the problem during the inter-
view.
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Additional Sources
and References

Viola Spo lin has recentl elaborated tl %% stem set forth in her
book in a "theater game file- format for use 1). teachers. Although
specificall intended for elemental-% students. the games may be
easil adapted for use in upper grades and in teacher-training pro-
gram!. For information about the Spolin Theater Game File (1975).
inquire of Sharon I3ocklage. CEMBEL, Inc... :3120 59th Street.
Saint Louis. Missouri 63139.

Also available for classroom use is a series of 26 "Story Theater"
films illustrating the Spolin-Sills approach to improvisational
theater. Information about these films ma be obtained from the
Spolin Theater Game Center, c/o Samuel W. Murdoch, P.O. Box
3883, Hollywood, California 90028.

Another excellent and thorough introduction to drama is Brian
Way's Development through Drama (Humanities Press, 1967;
originall published in England b Longman). Va 's book is almost
as concrete in its particulars as Spolin's, and it deals % er helpfully
with some aspects of drama with tt hich Spolin is little concerned
constructi% e a s to handle fighting and t iolence in impro% isations,
for instance. 1'a's approach differs from Spolin's especially in that
it is at edl non -si stematic, in that it does not rule out pla a riting
and stor telling, in that it pa s more attention to literar matters,
and in that it is much concerned with general educational
applications of drama. (The same sorts of differences. in a er
rough w a w mild distinguish most w liters on creati% e dramatics
from Spolin.)

Also excellent is Gabriel Barnfield's Creative Drama in Schools
(Macmillan, 1971.) It is :mother "teaching- book. er concrete,

hich stresses phsical uu>t ement, dance, and the technical aspects
of amateur theater more than either Spolin or Wa . The new second
edition of Nellie McCaslin's Creative Dramatics in the Classroom
(David McKay. 197.1) is helpful in a general w a but is far from
being a step-b -step guide for the teacher Nt 1:0 needs one. It does.
how e% er, ha% e an excellent, up-to-date bibliography of hooks and
pamphlets on drama and related arts and a list of films "for use in
teaching dramatics."
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26 THEATER GAMES

T%%0 recent books addressed to language arts teachers that are
%%orth special attention are John . Stettig's Spontaneous Drama: A
Language Art ((:harles E. Merrill. 197:3) and Charles 11. Duke's
Creath e l)rarnatic sum the Teaehin. of English (NCIE. 1974). Both
of these gooks contain up-to-date lists of references and sources of
information and materials.

The Scholastic Literature I. nits on Drama and Shakespeare's
',dims Caesar- (both 1973). done b Alan Eng,elsman and James

I looker. are basic all applications of Spolin's and Wm 's ideas to the
teaching of specific plm -reading and critical shills. and inm ser% e as
examples of ho%% impro% isational drama can help attain the
traditional objecti% es of the literature classroom.

number of sources of information on drama are a% ailable from
the National Council of Teachers of English. 'rite Creative
Dramatics Handbook, edited b I larrict W. Ehrlich. is published by
the School District of Philadelphia and is distributed by NCTE.
Building on children's lo% c of plm -pretend. Philadelphia teac'ters
ha% e des eloped an diet ti% e curriculum b% incorporating creati% e
dramatics into the regular classroom (lass The hundreds of
suggestions in the handbook emerged from %%orkshops held o% er the
years to train teachers in creative dramatics.

In Drama: What I.s Happening (NCH.... 1967). James Nloffet
stresses the central role of drama and speech in a language
curriculum and argues that dramatic interaction is the primar %chi-
cle for de% eloping thought and language. And James I loetker. in
Dramatics and the Tem hing of Literature (NCTE/ERIC, 1969). ex-
amines the use of drama in the teaching of literature in British and
American schools.
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